
 

 
 

Executive Updates from the Office of the VP Administration (August 26th) 
 
❏ Clubs  

- Results from the Fall Engagement Survey along with the various actions being            
taken by the VP Administration Office in tandem with the Operations Committee            
have been submitted as part of the agenda for today’s meeting. Kindly take a              
look at that to see how our office is aiding our subsidiaries in adapting to the                
upcoming semester.  

 
- AMS CampusBase is launching on August 24th, giving students the ability to            

browse through the platform in exploring the many options available to them in             
finding a community here at UBC. It is our hope that this platform becomes an               
integral part of the UBC experience for years to come. 
 

- The said privacy scare hinted at by the Ubyssey has been resolved as we were               
in the latter end of our testing period while uploading AMS Members onto the              
system. By default, no user will be visible on the general directory leaving that              
option open to each individual’s discretion. Additionally, group officers can no           
longer search for non-group members, leaving the ultimate decision of          
information consent to each individual user of the platform.  
 

❏ Hatch 
- Our new Hatch website is in the process of development and will be ready for               

use starting in September, to facilitate online exhibitions in lue of the capacity             
restrictions being adopted in the gallery space.  
 

- Our exhibition schedule is almost complete and our team is excited to begin             
operating in the new year 
 

❏ Sustainability 
- The Runoff Garden across PiR is in its final stages of repair, bringing new life to                

the Nest in the form of an animated garden structure with new plants. Hopefully,              
this greets new and returning students with surprise and excitement as our            
building will most likely be heavily utilized by all, due to the limited spaces              
re-opening around campus. 
 

- Focus groups are being led by AMS Sustainability in developing a programming            
agenda for the Interactive Sustainability Centre, in preparation for a project           
submission to council in the new semester. 

 


